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;              Copyright 2007 University of California 
;                  Lawrence Livermore National Lab 
;                    National Ignition Facility 
; 
;  File:              $RCSfile: td_func_template.pro,v $ 
;  Revision Number:   $Revision: 1.7 $ 
;  Last Modified:     $Date: 2007/09/18 20:54:46 $ 
;                     $Author: glenn21 $ 
; 
; AUTHOR: 
;   A. Developer, 5/30/07 
; 
; PURPOSE: 
;   Computes sum and difference of two identically-sized images.  This section 
;   should contain relevant background information, a description of the routine does, 
;   a list of known limitations, and any critical assumptions made about its inputs. 
; 
; EXAMPLE: 
;    a = dist(256) 
;    b = shift(a, 128, 128) 
; 
;    errStatus = td_func_template( $ 
;        img1 = a, $ 
;        img2 = b, $ 
;        fudge_factor = 0.33, $ 
;        sum_img = a_plus_b, $ 
;        diff_img = a_minus_b, $ 
;        quality_flag = goodQual, $ 
;        errmsg = errmsg ) 
; 
;    if (errStatus ne 0) then $ 
;        print, errmsg $ 
;    else tvscl, sum_img 
; 
; REFERENCES: 
;   Some_document.pdf 
; 
; 
; INPUT PARAMETERS: 
;   NAME         TYPE      DESCRIPTION 
;   img1         2D array  First image 
;   img2         2D array  Second image. Dimensions and type must match img1 
;   fudge_factor float     Correction factor. 
;   bad_pixels   uint      List of bad pixel indices. 
; 
; 
; OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
;    NAME         TYPE      DESCRIPTION 
;    sum_img      2D array  Normalized sum of img1 and img2 
;    diff_img     2D array  Difference of img1 and img2 
;    quality_flag int       Results quality flag: 1 if good, 0 if bad. 
;    errmsg       string    Error description.  Empty if errStatus is 0. 
; 
; RETURNED VALUES: 
;    NAME       TYPE      DESCRIPTION 
;    errStatus  int       0->success, -1->failure 
; 
; REVISION HISTORY: 
; 
; NAME         DATE      CHANGE DESCRIPTION 
; ---------    --------  ---------------------------------------------------- 
; aperson33    04/23/07  New file. 




FUNCTION td_func_template, $ 
    img1 = img1, $ 
    img2 = img2, $ 
    fudge_factor = fudge_factor, $ 
    sum_img = sum_img, $ 
    diff_img = diff_img, $ 
    quality_flag=quality_flag, $ 
    errmsg=errmsg 
; 
module_name = 'FUNC_TEMPLATE'  ; for message logging 
@td_retcodes.inc               ; include return code definitions 
@td_logdefs.inc                ; include log filter level definitions 
errStatus = TD_STATUS_NORMAL   ; initialize error status value 
quality_flag = TD_QUALITY_BAD  ; initialize quality flag 
errmsg = ''                    ; initialize returned error message 
 














;  Install error handler to avoid propagating errors 
;  to caller. 
; 
catch, errStatus 
if (errStatus ne TD_STATUS_NORMAL) then begin 
   catch, /cancel                                  ; deinstall to avoid infinite loop 
   td_logerr, '*** Error', module_name=module_name ; log error message 
   help, /last_message, output=msgtxt              ; get text for last error 
   errmsg = 'Error: ' + msgtxt[0]                  ; set returned error text 




; Input validation.  Note that these jump to the error handler above. 
; 
if (~keyword_set(img1)) then $ 
    message, 'Missing input keyword img1' 
 
if (~keyword_set(img2)) then $ 
    message, 'Missing input keyword img2' 
 
if (n_elements(img1) lt 1) then $ 
    message, 'img1 is empty' 
 
if (n_elements(img2) lt 1) then $ 
    message, 'img2 is empty' 
 
if (~ keyword_set(fudge_factor)) then begin 
    fudge_factor = 1.0 
endif else begin 
    if ((fudge_factor lt 0) || (fudge_factor gt 1)) then $ 
        message, string(fudge_factor, $ 
        format='(%"fudge_factor value of %f exceeds range of (0,1)")') 
endelse 
 
; Check scope of output variables, if appropriate. 
; 
 
if (~ arg_present(sum_img)) then $ 
    message, 'summed image result cannot be modified' 
 
if (~ arg_present(diff_img)) then $ 
    message, 'difference image result cannot be modified' 
 
td_log, 'Arguments validated', td_logdefs.DEBUG1, module_name=module_name 
 
; 
;  TODO: insert code analysis code here 
; 
 
qualityFlag = TD_QUALITY_GOOD 







































































    a = dist(256) 
    b = shift(a, 128, 128) 
 
    errStatus = td_func_template( $ 
        img1 = a, $ 
        img2 = b, $ 
        fudge_factor = 0.33, $ 
        sum_img = a_plus_b, $ 
        diff_img = a_minus_b, $ 
        quality_flag = goodQual, $ 
































































































































































o TD_STATUS_NORMAL    No error  
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Example module:  td_testenv.pro 
 

















The module will generate a log file that can be found in the TD_LOGFILEPATH directory, where 
TD_LOGFILEPATH is an environment variable that is set in IDL (default is the current working 
directory).  Contents of the log file should elow. 
 
resemble the output b
 
 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 TESTENV          <-- Begin 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     **** Begin Saturated Pixel Test 1 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX           <-- Begin 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 03 SATPIX           Arguments validated 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 00 SATPIX           image min, max, median intensity = 0.000000, 
255.000000, 67.000000 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 00 SATPIX           bright thresh1, thresh2, n1, n2 = 251, 246, 4207, 4207 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 00 SATPIX           bright thresh1, thresh2, n1, n2 = 255, 250, 3976, 4207 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 03 SATPIX           Found 1 bright-saturated lines with minimum length 77 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 03 SATPIX           Finished bright saturation analysis 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 00 SATPIX           dark thresh1, thresh2, n1, n2 = 1, 6, 140, 137 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 00 SATPIX           dark thresh1, thresh2, n1, n2 = 0, 5, 115, 137 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 03 SATPIX           Found 0 dark-saturated lines with minimum length 77 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 TD_CAMERA_SATPIX --> End 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     quality = 1 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     bright_frac= 0.064194, 0.060669 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     dark_frac 0, 0.001755,  
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     bright_sens= 0.000000, -0.058099 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     dark_sens 0, 0.191304,  
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 SATPIX_TEST1     **** Completed Saturated Pixel Test 1 
2007-09-28 03:01:50 10 TESTENV          --> End 
 
 
Figure A‐2.  Output log for td_testenv. 
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